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the game plays much like spider-man 2, but the graphics are all quite different. the graphics are a little lackluster but they're simple and easy on the eyes. certain things do look dated and the game looks a little better on the newer handheld psp than it does on the vita. i was also disappointed that certain gameplay animations were
missing. i knew at the start of this review that the game was going to look a little worse than it would in the actual handheld title, but i really expected more. on the plus side, the game has touch-screen support, but i think in retrospect that they could've made the game a little more detailed and easier to use in that regard. nevertheless,
its still fun to use the vita's touch-screen. the combat system is very difficult and i was only able to beat it once. the better part of your time will be spent on trying to stay alive. the combat mechanics are stiff and there's nothing remotely like the fluidity that you'll find in the spider-man 2 game. the shooting and web swinging felt a little
flimsy and i felt like i wasn't controlling either character very well. the story might not be as good as some of the previous games have offered, but i think that is largely due to the fact that there was just not much to the old stories. now, it is more like classic comic books and that makes this feel more like peter parker was born again. it is
easy to forget that this is a reboot, but you do have to accept that. if you are a fan of classic spider-man comics, you'll feel right at home here. my only problem with the story is that most of it takes place in the middle of the game. that is fine for some players, but i wanted more in terms of the story and character development. if you are
playing this to experience what it is like to be spider-man and your play through focuses on story, you'll be happy to know that this comes to a great ending. there is a definite "good vs evil" feel to this game, but it is not nearly as prominent as some of the previous games.
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 another big change that the developers made was in regards to the combat mechanics. playing as a powerful demonic entity, it's obvious venom has a distinct advantage over spidey. the most noteworthy difference is his spider-sense, which warns him when danger is lurking. when venom detects an enemy, his tentacles turn that enemy
into a tangle of organic, lashing tentacles. venom can then shoot his tentacles at enemies, as well as crush them. while the "downed" power line from spider-man 2 appears in usm, venom has no reason to worry about it. in this game, spider-man is the threat, so venom gets to shred, tear, and mangle his enemies. even spidey's signature
web shooters prove to be worthless against the number of enemies that venom can take down in a single melee attack. i also liked that the levels in this game are more open than those of spider-man 2. you start with a small area, but after beating the game, you get the option to go it alone. going it alone allows you to explore the level to
anyplace in the open. you are free to run, jump, and web swing to the last city block. it also has the added benefit of being easier to see when you're playing with a friend or on a different platform. the difference is night and day. the game looks beautiful on the vita and in handheld mode. the character designs for the characters look great
on the screen, and there are some great moments where the game gets cinematic, such as when spider-man "moves" through the city and takes out a horde of people in an elevator. the game also includes some comedic moments when it switches back to spidey, such as when peter hugs the walls to get out of the way of oncoming traffic.

the graphics and controls are all perfect for the handheld ultimate spiderman game. the replay value is off the charts and the level design of the handheld title is impressive for the small amount of screen real estate they have. 5ec8ef588b
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